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RECOVERY

THROUGH RECREATION AND PARKS
BC’s recreation and parks sector focusses on two foundations:
• The health and wellbeing of individuals – physically, mentally, emotionally, and
		creatively.
• The health and wellbeing of communities – connecting people, including the most
		 isolated, and helping them to feel a part of something bigger than themselves.
Never before has this mandate been more clearly valued and needed, and never before has
the sector’s role been more important, than it is right now as the world recovers from the devastation of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Operating more than 500 indoor and outdoor facilities in every community in our province, the
sector generates over 80 million visits in a typical year; touching more individuals than any
other elective public service. BCRPA members report a 60% increase in parks usage during
pandemic times, as people reach outdoors for social connections, physical activity, general
respite from isolation and the devastating effects of inactivity.
BCRPA’s position is that recreation and parks
services are essential to active, healthy and
connected communities and citizens. They
contribute enormously to the resilience of
our province during these turbulent times.
The ability to get into parks and to engage in
recreation and physical activity protects and
supports public physical and mental health.
Recognizing that this Guideline is a starting
point, BCRPA will continue to provide opportunities across the Province to collaborate
through resource and best practices sharing,
and by supporting the connection of members.

May 20, 2020
BC Recreation and Parks Association
#301 - 470 Granville Street
Vancouver, BC V6C 1V5
Tel: 604.629.0965
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1 INTRODUCTION
The provincial government has tasked the British Columbia Recreation and Parks Association
(BCRPA) to develop a set of guidelines for how the public recreation and parks sector (“the
sector”) can operate safely during the pandemic. In response, we assembled sector leaders
across BC to plan a safe and coordinated restart of recreation services province-wide.
The Recreation and Parks Sector Guideline for Restarting Operations (The Guideline)
provides a framework for local and regional governments (“local governments”) to apply to the
provision of recreation and parks services in the pandemic, and is to be used to develop policies, plans and procedures specific to each organization. Each local and regional government
has its own balance of risk, resources, capacity, and public demand to weigh in deciding about
their timeline and process for re-opening facilities and offering services.
The impacts of COVID-19 have resulted in a variety of closures done through an abundance
of caution in response to the Provincial Health Office (PHO) requirement of physical distancing. Municipal and regional parks did not completely close; all public indoor recreation facilities
closed mid-March; most outdoor recreation amenities closed but are now reopening for casual
use where physical distancing and other PHO recommendations can be maintained.
The closures were immediate, and restarting is complex and must be done carefully. This
Guideline offers considerations for agencies as they make decisions about restarting and
operating recreation safely.

The Canadian Parks and
Recreation Association defines
recreation as “the experience
that results from freely chosen
participation in physical, social,
intellectual, creative and
spiritual pursuits that enhance
individual and community
wellbeing.” Physical activities
include individual, group, and
team endeavours undertaken
that contribute to our physical
and mental health.
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2 GOALS

OF THE GUIDELINE

3
3
3
3

To provide information, tools, and strategies for local government decision-		
making regarding safe operations that will limit transmission of COVID-19 within
the recreation and parks sector.
To communicate a common approach that can be applied for the sector in 		
Phases 1 through 3 of BC’s Restart Plan, and that reflects a collaborative effort
among the sector’s key partners and agencies.
To provide strategies for service areas which are flexible and adaptable to the
varied needs of local governments, and a continuum of steps for communities to
follow in restarting recreation and parks services (both the expansion and 		
possibly retraction, depending upon the progress of the pandemic).
To align the above goals with broader PHO guidelines and directives.
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3 PUBLIC HEALTH OFFICE

CONSIDERATIONS

BCRPA has kept informed of the Public Health Officer (PHO) orders, notices and guidance.
The sector is aware of the guiding principles to reduce the transmission of COVID-19, and
representatives of the sector meet weekly to discuss the impacts, challenges, and solutions
for safely running our services in a pandemic. Our deliberations have been informed by our
national organization, the Canadian Parks and Recreation Association, and the provincial
recreation associations in its federation. We have also been in discussion with our stakeholder
provincial agencies associated with recreation and parks.
BCRPA and its members recognize that the responsibility of the PHO is to monitor the health
of the population across the province, while working with the Centre for Disease Control and
Prevention, and BC’s Medical Health Officers. As such, during the COVID-19 pandemic, the
PHO has established eight principles for preventing the transmission of the disease:
The Province reinforced these principles it its BC’s Restart Plan, May 6, with this chart:
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The Restart Plan also includes the hierarchy of controls for COVID-19 which are fundamental
to the information the recreation sector needs to restart operations.

This Recreation and Parks Sector Guideline for Restarting Operations provides recommendations for the recreation sector to comply with these principles, and as directed by the Province,
focuses on three main considerations for both patrons and employees:
1. processes to restart safely;
2. measures to keep people safe to avoid further outbreaks;
3. a plan in the event that a case or an outbreak should occur.
To address these three considerations, this Guideline will provide strategies for physical distancing controls, hand hygiene provisions, and touch point sanitization.
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4 RECREATION AND PARKS

RISK REVIEW PROCESS

The risk review process related to COVID-19 for operations of public recreation is represented
in this diagram. The decision by local governments to restart, or delay restart of services due
to COVID-19 factors, will be based on these risk review principles.
Each of the five areas in this diagram are detailed in Appendix 1, Recreation and Parks Risk
Review Process.

HEALTH & SAFETY
• PHO orders & recommendations
• Health authorities
• Empolyee & patron safety
• Outbreak mitigation & recovery

The risk review
process related to
COVID-19 for public
operations of
recreation

RISK REVIEW & CONSIDERATIONS
• Number of contacts
• Contact intensity
• Ability to modify
• Phasing framework
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
STRATEGIES & GUIDELINES
SERVICE READINESS
• Capacity
• Site review
• Service level decisions
• Cleaning
• Financial review

MONITOR & EVALUATE
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Progression Planning Guidelines
The planning framework below is a layered plan that broadly outlines progressive steps forward. The first layer is phases of BC’s “Next Steps” Plan; the second layer is a recreation level
system designed to enable fluid movement from one level to another. Refer to Appendix 1,
Recreation and Parks Risk Review Process for detailed descriptions.
This Guideline recognizes that it is up to each local government to decide how to
provide its services and operations as it scales from level to level. The pace of the
transition from level one to level four over time will be unique for each local government. Conditions may arise that require movement forward and back between levels as
recreation expands and contracts in response to the many complex conditions in the
pandemic period.

Progressive Planning Framework
Province of BC “Next Steps” Phases
Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

Essential services
and some
businesses

Restoration of some
services, under
enhanced protocols

Further restoration of
services, under
enhanced protocols

Large gatherings,
conditional on
vaccination or
treatment

STRICTEST
CONTROLS

RESTORATION
PROGESSION

“NEW”
NORMAL

RECREATION LEVELS of increased restarting of operations
LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

Limited # of outdoor
facilities are open
for casual use (e.g.
sport fields, racquet
courts, washrooms)

Expanded # of
outdoor facilities
are open for
modified casual use
(e.g. more washrooms, sport courts,
table sports, some
playgrounds)

Progressive expansion
from some to all
outdoor facilities open
for modified casual use
(e.g. sport groups begin
to use amenities)

All outdoor facilities
open for “New
Normal” use

Indoor facilities
closed
Programming is
all online

Limited access to
indoor facilities
where physical distancing can be achieved
Programming is limited
outdoor, continues online
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expanded indoor from
limited to extensive,
continues online
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5 SERVICE AREA

SPECIFIC MEASURES
Recreation services are provided through indoor and outdoor recreation facilities and amenities. Identifying commonalties allows organizations to ensure the safety of spaces and activities
as a ‘new normal’ is created.
The intent is to provide guidelines for these commonalities, not to be fully prescriptive, as each
local government is different and has its own unique considerations. Appendix 2, Service Area
Specific Measures is a planning template that outlines the commonalities around measures to
keep people safe and to avoid further outbreaks with a focus on identifying mitigation procedures.
Considerations for commonalities can be evaluated based on the Province’s Five Principles
concept (referred in section 3, above).
Each local government will create a plan to reopen facilities, parks and programs based upon
this guideline. The following commonalities should be considered for recreation service areas
when determining the process to restart an activity, program, or green space safely:
• Creating physical distancing – two metres
• Determining maximum capacity based on five metre radius distancing calculations
		 & unencumbered floor space
• Providing engineered and administrative controls
• Providing non-medical PPE for staff to be used as established in facility policies
• Providing staff training for COVID-19 protocols, measures, and prevention policies
• Ensuring enhanced cleaning and disinfecting
• Creating and following a schedule for enhanced cleaning
• Providing the ability for frequent handwashing or sanitizing
• Ensuring clear and consistent signage/messaging for the public and staff regarding
		 facility and amenity COVID-19 transmission mitigation policies and procedures
		 (date, logo, physical distancing and hand hygiene expectations, special instructions,
		etc.)
• Providing self-isolation containment area for staff and patrons showing symptoms of
		 illness while waiting for transportation to a medical centre or home
• Following and ensuring Provincial and Local Health Authority practices are being met
• Insuring user groups have a COVID-19 safe practices plan
		 (ex: Provincial Sports Organization/Local Sports Organization)
• Ensuring that the facility’s local government policies are being followed
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All these common factors can be applied to assessing activities or space in terms of:
1. How each commonality is to be factored into the planning and delivery;
2. Consideration of patrons’ needs, safety, responsibilities;
3. Consideration of staff needs, safety, responsibilities, and;
4. The mitigations to be in put into place.

Common service areas include:
OUTDOOR
• Parks and open green spaces
• Trails
• Park amenities including: skateboard parks, bike parks, off leash dog park
• Playgrounds and outdoor gym equipment
• Sports courts (e.g. basketball, racket)
• Sports fields
• Track facilities
• Swimming pools, spray parks, beaches, and waterfronts
• Picnic tables and shelters
• Washrooms
• Golf/disc golf
• Camp-grounds
• Picnic shelters
• Boat Launch
• Cemeteries
INDOOR
• Community Centres (includes amenities
		 activity areas such as fitness, gym,
		 gymnasium, common areas, etc.)
• Swimming Pools
• Ice Arenas
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6 SITUATIONS REQUIRING

NON-COMMON APPROACHES
While there is significant commonality among local and regional governments that provide recreation and parks programs there are also significant differences. Before re-opening any program or facility consider carefully all of the commonalities and then consider all those elements
that make your services unique. Also consider how you will manage those unique situations as
they arise.
Refer to Appendix 3 Non-Common Approaches for a list of items that may not have been considered by your staff or user groups.
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7 PUBLIC

ENGAGEMENT
Community engagement builds community confidence and is imperative to ensure the public is
informed of their local government’s plans and actions. Keeping the public informed about what
their local government is doing to help keep them safe and active, as well as what is expected
of them, will reinforce their trust, reduce the spread of misinformation and lack of compliance,
and will alleviate general anxiety and confusion.
Communication should be transparent about the factors used in decision-making, and when
and where possible, the decision-making process itself, and the stakeholders involved. Local
governments should acknowledge where uncertainty exists and provide information about what
measures are being taken to reduce that uncertainty.
Each municipality and regional district will utilize their communication resources and platforms
to ensure accurate, consistent and timely information is distributed and made available and that
feedback and input can be received.
Content of messages should focus on changes in service delivery. Questions beyond the scope
of the local government should be referred to federal, provincial, and local health authorities,
unless they have been instructed, or received permission, to provide information on their behalf.
Each service area will have its own set of guidelines with respect to usage and conduct. These
will need to be part of user and leasehold agreements, reflected in signage posted in and
around use areas, noted on websites, etc,.
Provide staff and the public with reliable and up-to-date information from the BC Provincial
Government through the BCCDC, and the Canada Federal Government through the Public
Health Agency.
Information about COVID-19 is evolving, but what we know from the PHO, is that droplet transmission is much more likely when in close contact in an indoor setting. Transmission is less
likely in an outdoor setting where there is more space for people to keep physically distanced.
COVID-19 can also be transmitted through droplets in the
environment if someone touches a contaminated area then
touches their face or eyes without first cleaning their hands.
This speaks to the importance of regularly cleaning one’s
hands and also the cleaning of high touch areas in the
environment.
However, whether indoors or outdoors, physical distancing
and avoidance of high-touch surfaces will reduce the risk of
transmission.
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Staff and Patrons with Symptoms
As per WorkSafeBC, part of the safe return to operations includes the development of a
COVID-19 Safety Plan. An element of this plan is to establish policies regarding who can be
at the workplace, and how to address illness that arises at the workplace. See section 9 for
details.
Encourage staff and volunteers to use the British Columbia COVID-19 Self-Assessment Tool.
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8 USER GROUPS

AND LEASEHOLDERS
Most municipalities lease or rent their facilities to third party user groups such as sport and
community organizations. All user groups are required to have a COVID-19 Exposure Control
Plan that clearly demonstrates how activities will be provided to align with the directives of
the Provincial Health Office, local authorities, and other relevant regulators (ie WorkSafeBC).
The purpose of this control plan is to identify the specific control measures that will be taken in
order to mitigate the risk of virus transmission, the party responsible for ensuring compliance
within the user group, and include but is not limited to, a plan on managing physical distancing,
common touch areas, and flow of participants.
Each local sport organization is expected to follow its Provincial Sport Organization’s Return
to Sport plan approved by its Board of Directors and in reference to the guidelines provided for
the sport sector by viaSport. Other user groups are expected to have a similar plan outlining its
safe practices to reduce transmission of COVID-19.
In consultation with a local government’s insurer (in most cases, this is the Municipal Insurance
Association of BC), the recreation facility user group agreement should be amended to include
new provisions for COVID-19 transmission mitigation expectations.
A checklist is provided in Appendix 4 Exposure Control Planning intended to offer guidance on
requirements and key measures, but may be tailored by a facility owner based on their local
context. The checklist was designed for considerations regarding user groups, but is equally
applicable to local government considerations for programs and services.
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Local Government Liability
At the time of publishing this Guideline, there is no contagion insurance coverage being
offered by insurers. Furthermore, most insurance policies will not cover any claims relating
to communicable diseases or pandemics, including Directors and Officers Insurance. Many
policies will exclude pandemic coverage.
In the case of a claim, the Municipal Insurance Association of BC has noted that while it may
be difficult to establish causation for transmission from contaminated surfaces, local governments will certainly be the subject of these claims. Local governments could consider requiring
waivers from adults and informed consent from parents or guardians of children and youth as
a means of limiting their liability, but these strategies may not adequately protect local governments. In order to enable local governments to continue to provide valuable services for their
communities, the immunity from transmission claims granted to essential service providers,
including local governments, in Ministerial order No. M094 under the Emergency Programs
Act should be extended until the pandemic is declared over.
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9 EMPLOYEE & VOLUNTEER

SAFETY

All employers in BC have a legal obligation to ensure a healthy and safe workplace. Organizations that rely on volunteers also need to take steps to ensure their safety; the worker safety
guidelines also provide support for their safety considerations.
Workers should know and understand their workplace health and safety responsibilities — and
those of others. Workers have three key rights:
• the right to know about hazards in the workplace;
• the right to participate in health and safety activities in the workplace; and
• the right to refuse unsafe work.
A requirement for resuming operations following work interruptions related to COVID-19 is that
all employers must develop a COVID-19 Safety Plan. To develop your plan, follow the six-step
process outlined by WorkSafeBC in its COVID-19 Safety Plan.
WorkSafeBC has produced documentation outlining how to return to safe operations, including
specific guidelines for parks and recreation. These guidelines include:
• Who should come into the workplace
• Physical distancing and other preventative measures
• Cleaning and hygiene
• Documentation and training, and
• Worker transportation
Specific to parks and recreation the guidelines address:
• Preparing your workplace,
• Shared workspaces,
• Public interface,
• Facility cleaning, and
• Visitor management
The details for each of these guidelines are in Appendix
5 WorkSafeBC Protocols for Parks.
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Workers in the workplace may also be affected by the anxiety and uncertainty created by the
COVID-19 outbreak. It’s important to remember that mental health is just as important as physical health, and that measures need to be taken to support mental well-being. The Returning to
Safe Operations document, referenced above, also contains helpful resources that can assist
with maintaining mental health in the workplace during this time
The BC Municipal Safety Association (BCMSA) has supported the preparation of this Recreation Sector Guideline for Restarting Operations. BCMSA has developed a template for local
governments to use as they prepare site specific plans which is included as a resource template in Appendix 6 Return to Safe Operations Due Diligence Template.
In addition to the training guidelines provided by WorkSafeBC and BCMSA, the Lifesaving Society of BC has also created a Guidelines for Re-opening Pools published May 19, 2020 which
establishes protocols and training to support aquatic operations.
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10 CONCLUSION
COVID-19 has changed the way British Columbians live and interact with each other and the
world. Adjusting to this change, and the heightened need to adhere to health protection measures, requires a carefully considered and detailed approach. This Guideline will help local governments navigate the complexities and nuances of service to and space for their communities
in and after the pandemic, maintaining community health and wellbeing as the primary focus.
As a new threat, COVID-19 is still a largely unknown virus and, as such, measures and reactions will continue to be modified as research and our experience with it evolves. For this
reason, it is imperative that the Provincial government continue its partnership with the BCRPA
to help guide the recreation sector through and past the pandemic, utilizing the BCRPA as the
agency capable of facilitating a coordinated and collaborative approach to restoring recreation
in our respective communities.
This Guideline is founded upon the understanding that each local government has its own
balance of risk, resources, capacity, and public demand to weigh in decisions about re-opening
facilities and offering services. As a result, this Guideline is flexible and scalable to allow local
governments to use it as necessary.
Although not specifically addressed in the operational sections of this Guideline, it must be
stated that reopening and restarting recreation
and parks calls for contemplative decision making that elevates the needs and dignity of the
most vulnerable community members, as well
as the type of access and supports they require
to support a healthy lifestyle. We must acknowledge that as a result of this global crisis, our
vulnerable communities will evolve to include
more people who may not have otherwise been
at risk; the numbers of people with mental and
physical health issues has the potential to grow
dramatically.
As this Guideline is put into practice, it will ensure all British Columbians are transitioned
through this pandemic with the necessary care, support and consideration when engaging in
recreation.
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The knowledge in this Guideline is based on the following reliable sources:
3 BC Provincial Government
			

BC’s Restart Plan

			

BC’s Key Steps to Safely Operating Your Business or Organization

3 BC Centre for Disease Control
			

About COVID-19

			

CDC Guide for Recreation Facilities

			

Cleaning Guidelines

			

CDC COVID-19 Symptom Self-Assessment Tool

			

Government of Canada COVID-19 Prevention and Risks

			

COVID-19 Guidance to the Accommodation Sector

			

COVID-19 Signage and Posters

3 WorkSafeBC
			

WorksafeBC COVID-19 Returning to Safe Operations - Parks

			

WorksafeBC’s Municipalities and COVID-19 safety

			

WorksafeBC’s Returning to Safe Operation

			

Worksafe cleaning

In addition to these authorities, each local government will also be referring to the directives
established by their regional health authorities:
Fraser Health
Interior Health
Island Health
Northern Health
Vancouver Coastal Health

Appendix 1 – Section 4, Risk Review Process
Appendix 2 – Section 5, Service Area Specific Measures, Planning Template
Appendix 3 – Section 6, Non-Common Approaches
Appendix 4 – Section 8, Exposure Control Planning
Appendix 5 – Section 9, WorkSafeBC Protocol for Parks
Appendix 6 – Section 9, Returning to Safe Operation Due Diligence Template
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AppendiX 1 – SECTION 4

Recreation and Parks Risk Review Process
This Appendix supports Section 4 of the Recreation and Parks Sector Guideline for Restarting Operations.

A – Health & Safety
There is a united commitment across the recreation sector to put the health and safety of our communities, our patrons, and our staff as our top priority. Recreation facilities indoors and outdoors
provide access to the breadth of activities British Columbians enjoy and which are fundamental to
individual and community well-being.
There are various governing agencies that oversee, establish best practices, and regulate the
services offered through local governments. These agencies have been taken into consideration in
developing this Guidelines, and will continue to be consulted as plans unfold to restart the sector.
Enhanced health & safety measures include:
3 Keep People Safe
o

Policies & procedures - to ensure staff and patrons who are unwell stay home.

o

Public Awareness – to provide information that helps educate recreation patrons on
provincial health restrictions and recommended safe practices – physical distancing, hand hygiene, respiratory etiquette.

o

Adhere to Provincial Health Orders & Guidelines – physical distancing and mass
social gathering limitations.

o

Enhance cleaning & disinfecting protocols as guided by WorkSafeBC and the BC
Centre for Disease Control

o

Physical distancing worksite modifications – office workstation spacing, sneeze
guards, hand hygiene stations, operating practices, create appropriate safe work
practices, etc.

o

Adjust service offerings and capacity to allow for physical distancing based on site
feasibility.

o

Safe return of organized sport - partnering with viaSport and SportBC on the sport
organizations’ return to sport plans for each activity led by a Provincial Sport Organization (PSO), Local Sport Organization (LSO), or league.

o

Safe facility operations – consulting the Recreation Facilities Association of BC

o

Take specific guidance from local health authorities as needed.

3 Institute Risk Mitigation for Facilities
o

Undertake facility adjustments, reconfiguration, and/or repurposing to ensure physical distancing.

o

Implement changes advised by certifying agencies – Lifesaving Society, Technical
Safety BC, WorkSafeBC, and Red Cross.

o

“Go slow to go fast” – methodically restart services at a pace that allows each local
government to continuously monitor, evaluate and adjust operations to ensure safe
practices.
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AppendiX 1 – SECTION 4 continued

o

Follow the PHO instruction to stay home when sick, and to have a facility policy
and process to discourage those who are sick or symptomatic from presenting
on-site.

o

Develop administrative systems and practices for programs whereby contact
tracing would be available should an outbreak occur.

o

Consult with the Municipal Insurance Association of BC (MIABC) on best practices for liability in municipal operations.

3 Actively Communicate
o

Participate in BCRPA led provincial, regional, and service specific meetings with
recreation practitioners across the province to maintain a coordinated approach
to restarting, and to share best practices for problem-solving as the sector progresses through the phases of recovery.

o

Provide public education through signage, press releases, and social media
that encourages appropriate conduct and emphasizes personal responsibility.

o

Proactively communicate with user groups outlining expectations with respect
to their individual COVID-19 mitigation of transmission plans, and participant
behaviours.

o

Keep patrons and staff updated regarding efforts to slow transmission of the
virus; communicate online and at all facilities and amenities.

3 Train Staff (details in section 9, Employee and Volunteer Safety)
o

Develop and train all staff on COVID-19 exposure control plans & new procedures.

o

Provide the BCCDC COVID-19 Symptom Self-Assessment Tool and the help
line 1-888-COVID19

3 Outbreak Mitigation and Recovery (details in section 4)
o

If a case or outbreak is suspected, call 911 if it is an emergency, or 811 for
health advice

o

Report any suspected case(s) of COVID-19 like illness among patrons or staff
to the local Health Authority Medical Health Officer.

o

If a case or outbreak is confirmed, follow the orders of the local Health Authority

o

Enhance cleaning and infection control measures to reduce risk of transmission
in your facility.

o

Ensure Self-isolation for employees who have symptoms of COVID-19 for a
minimum of 14 days
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B – Risk Review & Considerations
The recreation sector has a responsibility to reduce the transmission risk of COVID-19 at our indoor and outdoor spaces and services by reducing the contact intensity and number of contacts
encountered by users and reducing the risk of transmission for each contact, all while providing
opportunities to recreate and improve wellbeing. In a recreation setting, this is primarily accomplished by:
•

managing public space to offer physical distancing throughout the facility and during
programmed activities,

•

providing opportunities for hand washing/sanitizing,

•

providing sanitization of high touch point areas, and

•

adhering to Public Health Orders on maximum number for single event gathering.

The considerations for the processes and provisions for reducing transmission are guided by
the risk rating cited in the BC’s Restart Plan. By assessing the two variables of contact intensity
and number of contacts, the risk can be rated as low, medium, or high. All three levels of risk
are subject to physical distancing and controls (engineering, administrative, PPE) to keep risks
as low as possible.

Based on the current physical distancing requirements of 2 metres between individuals, and that
reopening will occur in a thoughtful and progressive manner, the recreation sector has translated this into the following principles:
•

Focus on outdoor activities more than indoor activities

•

Focus on outdoor unstructured usage before program-based activities

•

Focus on low risk (e.g. individual) activities before higher risk (e.g. group) activities

•

Focus on indoor controlled usage

•

Focus on skill development before competition

•

Focus on local community before extending to neighbouring communities (and only
when the PHO advises that extending the geographical range is acceptable)

While local governments offer similar recreation services across the province, factors that influence how a community rates and is able to mitigate the risk of a service can vary greatly. This
could mean that a service restarts in one community but does not get restarted at the same time
in another community.
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Progression Planning Guidelines
The planning framework below is a layered plan that broadly outlines progressive steps forward.
The first layer is phases of BC’s “Next Steps” Plan; the second layer is a recreation level system designed to enable fluid movement between levels.
This Guideline recognizes that it is up to each local government to decide how to provide
its services and operations as it scales from level to level. The pace of the transition from
level one to level four over time will be unique for each local government. Conditions
may arise that require movement forward and back between levels as recreation expands
and contracts in response to the many complex conditions in the pandemic period.

Progressive Planning Framework
Province of BC “Next Steps” Phases
Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

Essential services
and some
businesses

Restoration of some
services, under
enhanced protocols

Further restoration of
services, under
enhanced protocols

Large gatherings,
conditional on
vaccination or
treatment

STRICTEST
CONTROLS

RESTORATION
PROGESSION

“NEW”
NORMAL

RECREATION LEVELS of increased restarting of operations
LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

Limited # of outdoor
facilities are open
for casual use (e.g.
sport fields, racquet
courts, washrooms)

Expanded # of
outdoor facilities
are open for
modified casual use
(e.g. more washrooms, sport courts,
table sports, some
playgrounds)

Progressive expansion
from some to all
outdoor facilities open
for modified casual use
(e.g. sport groups begin
to use amenities)

All outdoor facilities
open for “New
Normal” use

Indoor facilities
closed
Programming is
all online

Limited access to
indoor facilities
where physical distancing can be achieved
Programming is limited
outdoor, continues online
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Progressive expansion
from some to all indoor
spaces open with
measures to ensure
physical distancing

All indoor facilities
open for “New
Normal” use
Full programming
in “new normal”
phase, continues
online

Programming is
expanded outdoor, is
expanded indoor from
limited to extensive,
continues online
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C – Local Government Strategies and Guidelines
The strategies for reducing transmission risks of COVID-19 will impact all recreation operations
in different ways. How each community adapts their unique indoor and outdoor spaces, programing, and support services will vary yet based on the same goals.
For the sector, the three primary focus areas for limiting the spread of coronavirus are:

Physical Distancing Controls

Hand Hygiene Provisions

Touch Point Sanitation

1. Physical Distancing Controls – This is the most fundamental health measure in
decreasing the transmission of COVID-19. The essential implementation of this health
measure is to provide at least two metres of space between people where possible.
Where physical distancing is not possible, use engineering and administrative controls,
including non-medical personal protective equipment (PPE) as recommended for workplaces in WorkSafeBC’s protocol levels.

•

The first level is the Elimination of exposure which means ensuring a two metre
distance between people. This could include physical distancing guides such as:
oo staying home when sick,
oo signage,
oo staff ambassadors,
oo delineated movement pathways (e.g. cones, ropes, floor markers, one-way
flow arrows, one-patron limit at staffed stations like registration desk),
oo alternating access to amenities (e.g. close every other urinal/change stall),
oo managing occupancy limits.
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•

The second level is the use of Engineering controls for circumstances where the
two metre distance cannot be maintained, utilizing barriers such as plexiglass to
separate people.

•

The third level is the use of Administrative controls which includes signage, implementing one-way passages, touchless or low touch registration procedures, online
service options, and reminders to not linger.

•

The fourth level is use of PPE (face covering, gloves), in combination with measures taken in level two and three listed above.

Physical Distancing Space Calculation
To ensure a two metre distance between people, planning of indoor and outdoor space for activities must be calculated. The PHO has stressed that outdoors is safer than indoors for exposure
to the virus. The planning required will be greater for indoor spaces and outdoor space amenities (playgrounds, court/sport spaces, skateparks), as the contact intensity and the number of
contacts increase in indoor settings and when participants are in motion. Each recreation facility
must conduct a risk assessment to identify how physical distancing will be implemented and will
impact the use of a particular space.
Traditionally occupancy limits of a space are based upon practical considerations such as fire
safety requirements, the number tables and chairs that fit in a space, or the movement area
requirements of an activity. To ensure physical distancing, facility owners must consider how
many people can fit in a space with adequate physical distancing for active versus static activity. The new physical distancing requirements will in all cases reduce the capacity of a space.
Guidelines are:
•

Static activities – Calculate space capacity by allowing a 1 metre radius around each
person (a 1.3 metre radius from the centre of each person allows two metres between
individuals) as is demonstrated in this illustration. Typically, this will reduce room occupancy by approximately 50%
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•

Active activities (e.g. aerobics) – Calculate space capacity by allowing a 2-5 metre
radius depending on the activity. For example, if a typical activity required a two metre
radius pre-pandemic, that same activity would now require a three metre radius.
Spacing Guide
o

2 metre minimum distance between people

o

2 metre radius per person for active activities

o

1 metre radius per person for static activities

o

5 metre square distance per person suggested to calculate occupancy for
ensuring 2 metre distance can be maintained between people

•

Total occupancy - The COVID-19 Guidance to Retail Food and Grocery Stores recommends a five square metre unencumbered floor space (floor space minus fittings,
displays, etc.) per person when calculating the occupancy of a store. We recommend
this guidance also be applied to recreation facilities.

•

Unstructured activities– This type of programing includes activities like public swims,
skating, skateboarding and racquet court use. These are the activities that will require
participants to self-manage the most. Guidelines to determine capacity are:

•

o

Calculate the radius of the activity to ensure a two metre distance can be maintained between participants, recognizing this will typically require spacing of up
to five metre radius. Refer to the space calculations above.

o

If the activity attracts on-lookers or a queue for participation, space could be
designated for this purpose and clear indicators such as signage and/or markings on the ground will reinforce physical distancing requirements.

Fitness/Workout Equipment Spaces
Fitness rooms are often designed to minimize space occupied by each patron. As these
rooms often do not have space to adequately spread out equipment to allow for physical distancing, new strategies may be considered:
oo Using the same calculations for rooms, all equipment must provide for a two
metre separation between people. For equipment where the user’s relative
position is static (e.g. treadmill, bikes) assume a one metre radius around
where the person is situated and a larger radius around equipment where the
person’s relative position is moving (e.g. rowing machine). If this cannot be accomplished, equipment should be removed or closed to allow adequate spacing
between equipment that is in use.
oo If a facility has under-used rooms or spaces not required for circulation, some
equipment could be moved for use in those spaces. Equipment that requires
less supervision for safety should be considered first to move to these new-use
spaces.
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•

Circulation Hallways, Entrances, Exits, Trails, or Pathways Spaces
The PHO has stated that transmission of the virus in transitory passing is a low risk. Administrative controls such as markings on the ground and signage can be used to guide
patrons and staff to be courteous and avoid lingering.
oo If pathways are narrow and busy, consider one-way directions.

oo If one-way direction is not possible, consider signage to emphasize that the person coming into the space make way for the person leaving by stepping aside.
•

Structured Activities
Organizations such as sport and other user groups must establish a common understanding with recreation facility management on how the spaces are planned to be used
safely with physical distancing measures. Each local government will determine whether any additional physical distancing administrative or engineering controls are the
responsibility of the user group or the host recreation facility. The host recreation facility
reserves the right to refuse spectators due to physical distancing concerns.

•

Gathering limit
The PHO order banning mass gatherings over 50 people, which is expected to be
enforced through the BC Restart Plan’s Phase One through Three, is specific to social
gatherings that are singular, one-time events where people are engaged in one common activity. While the spirit of the order applies in all circumstances, according to the
BCCDC the adherence to the 50 person limit does not apply to recreational activities
where the size of space enables appropriate physical distancing between people. The
Guidance to Retail Food and Grocery Stores cites guidelines that are applicable to
the recreation sector: “The mass gathering Order does not apply to grocery stores. It
applies to one time or episodic events which could result in people gathering closely
together. Nevertheless, the spirit of the order with respect to physical distancing should
be followed. This means that, for example, in large grocery stores where it is feasible
to have more than 50 people, while still following appropriate physical distancing, it is
acceptable to have over 50 people present at one time.”
The recreation sector application of the order is as follows:
•

Special events larger than 50 will not occur. The mass gathering order eliminates large event rentals and programs such as community meetings, weddings, holiday parties, and fundraising dinners.

•

Gatherings of fewer than 50 people for a singular event may be hosted in
recreation spaces indoor or outdoor, provided that strict physical distancing
measures are in place.

•

For facilities that may accommodate more than 50 people for activities that are
not episodic, space calculations (see above) will guide the number of people in
a space that will adhere to the physical distancing requirement. It is understood
that if a space or facility cannot adhere to physical distancing requirements for a
desired number of people then the number has to be reduced to that which will
ensure two metres between individuals. For example, when multiple programs
are taking place resulting there will be more than 50 patrons in the facility, and
there must be controls in place to ensure each program space provides adequate physical distancing. Ingress and egress to that space must be managed
in order to avoid any density of people in the lobby that does not allow adequate physical distancing.
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Although these physical distancing measures may mean that space modifications to
accommodate recreation activities, it is entirely possible to offer activities albeit the
modifications will decrease participation numbers which typically will result in decreased
revenue. As this will have different impacts depending on the community, each community must evaluate the impact of this financial change, and plan accordingly.
Hand Hygiene Provisions
Facility options for providing hand hygiene is very important for staff and patrons and is
particularly important in indoor facilities. Ideally, patrons and staff are provided with easy
access to places to wash their hands with soap and water. Where this is not possible,
hand sanitizing options should be provided in convenient locations for indoor spaces.
Installing hand sanitizers in outdoor spaces is recognizably less feasible; outdoor patrons are encouraged to provide their own hand sanitizers.
•

Where possible, provide patrons of outdoor spaces access to indoor spaces for
the purpose of hand washing.

•

Ensure washrooms are always stocked with liquid soap, running water, and
paper towels where touchless dryers are not provided.

•

Request patrons to wash their hands before arriving at the facility.

•

Encourage patrons to take personal responsibility in bringing their own hand
sanitizer, particularly to spaces that do not have plentiful hand cleaning capabilities.

•

Clarify with user groups their responsibility in providing hand sanitizers for their
participants.

•

Provide signage to remind patrons to exercise public health standards for hand
hygiene, to refrain from touching their faces, and to follow respiratory etiquette
(cough or sneeze into tissue or elbow).

Touch Point Sanitization
Cleaning and disinfecting practices and protocols have been developed by WorkSafeBC, BCCDC, Health Canada, Vancouver Coastal Health guide for Washrooms and
Showers, and webinar jointly presented by BCRPA and RFABC on COVID-19 cleaning
for recreation facilities.
•

It is recognized that high contact surfaces need to be cleaned more regularly,
especially in situations where there is a high likelihood that you may touch your
face before cleaning your hands. BCCDC provides a frequency guide. Follow
the industry cleaning standards, and post the facility protocols so that patrons
are aware of the frequency they can expect and the risks they will assume.

•

Patrons will be instructed to not share their own equipment and to clean shared
equipment before and after use.

•

The most effective response will be to increase the opportunities for staff, users
and visitors to wash their hands. Encourage use of soap and water access in
washrooms, and strategically locate sanitizing stations for optimal access in
each facility.
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Signage & Communications
•

Internal and external signage and communications on COVID-19 protocols
related to facilities and specific service areas will be required.

•

Best practice suggests signs contain information and graphics to convey such as:
oo maximum attendance or other definitions for typical activities (example:
singles only for racquet sports)
oo time limits for use

oo recommendation that users to return at a different time if the facility/
space is busy,
oo encourage safe behaviour and adherence to physical distancing, hand
hygiene, and respiratory etiquette (e.g. coughing into elbow), and
oo reminders to not linger in areas where physical distancing may be difficult to control.
•

Ongoing public and staff education to reduce chances of complacency will be
essential.

In the event of a Case or Outbreak
Should an outbreak occur, early detection of influenza-like-illness or gastrointestinal
symptoms will facilitate the immediate implementation of effective control measures
to limit the size and length of an outbreak. The BC Hotel Association recommended
procedures for managing an exposure or potential exposure to COVID-19 and provides
guidance that is applicable for recreation:
•

If an employee is concerned they may have come into direct contact with an
individual with COVID-19, they should monitor their own health. If they develop symptoms of COVID-19 (fever over 38 degrees, cough, respiratory issues),
employers must instruct the employee not to come to work, to self-isolate, and
to visit the BC Ministry of Health Self-Assessment Tool for further guidance

•

Make sure employees know they should report respiratory illness to their
employer. If they develop symptoms (cough, fever, fatigue, sore throat, runny
nose, difficulty breathing and/or shortness of breath), they must stay home. The
should also visit the BC Ministry of Health Self-Assessment Tool for further
guidance,

•

Employers should ensure any medical information about an employee is kept
in a secure location. It may be necessary to advise other employees there has
been a case of COVID-19 confirmed in the workplace. However, any disclosure
should avoid identifying information and be limited to the extent it is necessary
to take precautions to protect health and safety. Similarly, patron information
must remain confidential if a case is confirmed.

•

Post your sick policy for staff and patrons noting that illness will not be tolerated in the recreation setting. Those who are ill or symptomatic must stay home;
those presenting with symptoms will be sent home.

•

Identify the roles and responsibilities for staff if a case/outbreak is reported.

•

Provide an isolation room on site in the event a staff or a patron falls ill.

•

Develop and implement enhanced infection prevention control measures for
managing ill staff or patrons.
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D – Service Readiness Checklist
When assessing their risk, local governments will evaluate their various service offerings to determine their level of readiness to reestablish services. The following six areas of consideration
offer a check-list of considerations:
1. Physical Distancing and Limiting Gatherings
o Does the space/facility/program allow for physical distancing of the public and staff?
o Does the space/facility/program allow for controlling maximum gathering requirements?
o Have you calculated the new capacities for each programmable facility component?
o Have policies or procedures been developed for the monitoring and educating patrons
about physical distancing and gathering requirements?
o Have staff been trained on proper procedures for monitoring physical distancing?
o Do you have a communications plan for sharing information on physical distancing,
gathering requirements and monitoring procedures?
o Has signage been posted reminding community members to physically distance, stay
home when sick, avoid lingering, and limit gatherings?
o Do you have a contingency plan in the event that mitigation and gating measures need
to be reinforced due to a resurgence in COVID-19 case counts?
o Have you adjusted our emergency evacuation protocols and mustering arrangements
to consider physical distancing (recognizing that physical safety in an emergency is the
primary concern)?
2. Cleaning and Disinfection Practices
o Can the space/facility/program materials be properly cleaned/disinfected regularly? The
BCCDC offers guidance.
o Have maintenance plans/checklists outlining cleaning protocols and frequency been
created to prepare staff for implementation?
o Have you established service levels to maintain the cleaning protocols and frequency
your facility has planned?
o Have you secured cleaning/disinfection supplies (see WorkSafeBC Guide) and
non-medical PPE for staff?
o Do you have a plan in place for securing additional cleaning/disinfection supplies within
the supply chain?
o Have you trained staff on proper cleaning/disinfection?
o Do you need to provide hand sanitizer to users?
o Have you posted information for patrons on your cleaning and disinfection practices
(e.g. how often spaces are cleaned?)
o Have you considered requiring patrons to clean equipment after use? If so, have you
provided the required cleaning supplies?
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3. Staff Capacity
o Do you have a staffing plan in place to reopen spaces/facilities/programs?
o Do you need to repurpose staff (e.g. full time to staff seasonal operations; admin shifting
to maintenance/sanitization roles, etc.)?
o Is there a plan in place for protecting vulnerable/high-risk staff?
o Is there a contingency plan in place in the event of losses in staff capacity?
4. Measures to Protect Staff and the Public
o Do you have a clearly stated policy that every employee adheres to regarding the absolute need to stay home if sick or experiencing symptoms of COVID-19?
o Do you have a policy identifying when and what PPE is needed for staff?
o Have you secured a supply chain for the necessary PPE?
o Have you trained staff on the proper use and disposal of PPE?
o Is there a policy in place regarding hand washing/sanitizing frequency of staff?
o Do you have updated emergency contact information for staff?
o Have you updated your first aid protocols, supplies, and dedicated rooms?
5. Site-Based Questions
Based on the specifics of your spaces, facilities and programs, have you created a plan for additional staff and user protective measures that may be required? This may include:
o Do you need/have updated emergency contact information for patrons?
o Do you have a plan to offer health screenings for staff? For patrons?
o Are you able to limit the number of patrons or stagger entry times?
o Can signage be installed reminding the public to physically distance, limit gatherings,
stay home when sick, wear face coverings if necessary, and practice proper personal
hygiene per CDC guidance?
o Will adjustments to equipment or office space be needed to meet physical distancing
and/or reduce common touch points?
o Have you developed a drop-off system for childcare programs?
o Is there an isolation room on-site in the event someone falls ill during a program?
o If you are providing food, what policies are in place for food deliveries and distribution?
o Do you need additional organization vehicles?
o Will you need to install physical barriers to keep frontline staff safe?
o Do you have a plan should a case or outbreak occur on your site?
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6. Financial Considerations – due to COVID 19 implications, participation is expected to
decrease and costs to operate are going to increase.
o What budget review is needed to determine the financial viability of offering a program
or service under restriction requirements?
o What are the financial expectations for offering a service?
o What financial modeling need to be considered?
o Will further investments be needed for marginalized communities (e.g. washroom access)?
o Do you need to reconsider your fees?

E – Monitor and Evaluate
As steps forward are taken, the goal is to keep moving forward while recognizing steps back
may be necessary. Monitoring and evaluating may include:
o Change course as PHO orders and directives are announced
o Identify what is working well – seek feedback from patrons and staff
o Keep informed through recognized partnering agencies as they evaluate and adjust
their practices
o Monitor incidences and solicit support from local health authority
o Expect fluidity of movement between levels as evaluation indicates
o Keeping informed through trusted sources such as the BCRPA website.
The following decision-making model demonstrates an effective process:
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Service Area Specific Measures

This Appendix appears on the following page due to it’s irregular size.
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Appendix 2, Service Area Specific Measures, Planning Template
This Appendix supports Section 5 of the Recreation and Parks Sector Guideline for Restarting
Operations
For discussion and planning purposes
Colour Definitions:
Green: low risk/mitigation -Recreation Levels 1/2;
Yellow: Moderate Risk/Mitigation, Recreation Level 3;
Red: Higher risk/mitigation Recreation Level 4

Trails

Physical Distance - 2 meters

Max capacity - based on 2 metres distancing
calculations & unencumbered floor space

If closed prep trails for opening, Yes/No : Yes where possible
Yes/No Yes where possible
ensure all safety hazards are
Customers: Encourage to stay apart
Customers: Reminder of spacing
dealt with
Staff: When maintaining
Staff: n/a/
Mitigation: Signage primarily, encouraging one way Mitigation: Minimize group sizes on trails
traffic

Personal Protection Equipment for staff if/as
required

Staff training required

Cleaning and disinfecting - including
schedules

Frequent hand washing or the capacity to
provide

Yes/No Yes for maintenance
Customers: Personal choice
Staff: As required
Mitigation: Minimal

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: n/a

Yes/No: Possible
Customers: n/a
Staff: As required if any high touch areas
present
Mitigation: n/a

Yes/No: No
Yes/No: Yes
Yes/No: No
Customers: Encourage handwashing before Customers: In highly visible area
Customers: Signage
and after
Staff: Update info
Staff: Send home
Staff: n/a
Mitigation: Ensure accuracy and current info Mitigation: Send home
Mitigation: Signage

Yes/No: Yes
Yes/No: n/a
Customers: Update
Customers: n/a/
Staff: Update
Staff: n/a
Mitigation: Signage determine level required Mitigation: n/a/

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Encourage outdoors
Staff: Maintain
Mitigation: As required

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Open space
Staff: Schedules
Mitigation: Monitor

Staff: Communication. About COVID and
company policies
Mitigation: minimal, updates

Signage Messaging: date, logo, general
practices, specific instructions

Self isolation of those with symptoms containment area

Provincial Regulations/Local Health
Authority

Provincial Sports Organization/Local Sports Local Political Policy/Community
Organization

Timing Consider

Programming: Outdoor

Yes/No: Possible
Customers: Outdoor programs can maintain
distance. Consider marking areas with cones or
flagging tape to assist.
Staff: Staff can supervise distance between
themselves and participants
Mitigation: Signage and makers where necessary

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Yes
Staff: Maintain 2m between staff and
participants
Mitigation: Use markers where required such as
cones or flagging tape, or natural barriers such
as trees, shrubs. Know your capacity for an area.

Yes/No: No
Customers: No, unless they are more
comfortable with PPE
Staff: As required
Mitigation: All staff can access a mask and
gloves in case they are required.

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: n/a
Staff: Yes. About COVID and company policies
Mitigation: updates as required

Yes/No: Possibly depending on use of
equipmet, washrooms, etc.
Customers: No
Staff: Possibly depending on use of
equipmet, washrooms, etc.
Mitigation: Staff to carry hand sanitizer,
tissues and ziploack bags for garbage where
required

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Encourage handwashing before
and after activity
Staff: Encourage before and after
Mitigation: Signage and access to hand
washing station

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Washrooms, high touch point
spots (e.g. garbage bins)
Staff: Update info and ensure signs have not
been vandalized/removed
Mitigation: Ensure accuracy and current info

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Signage. Space for a participant
to self-isolate until someone can collect
them if they are unable to return home on
their own.
Staff: Send home
Mitigation: Send home

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Update
Staff: Update
Mitigation: Follow policies and procedures
based on current health advice

Yes/No: Possible
Customers: Provide COVID plan
Staff: Provide COVID plan
Mitigation: Monitor

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Encourage outdoors
Staff: Maintain
Mitigation: As required

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Open space
Staff: Schedules
Mitigation: Monitor. Where back-to-back
programs run in the same space ensure gap
between end of one and beginning of next to
minimize overlap of customers

Programming: Summer Day Camp

Yes/No: Yes this is possible
Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Encourage children to stay 2m apart,
Customers: Consider marking areas
choose activities where this is possible, snacks and Staff: Consider marking areas from participants
lunches can be eaten while sitting on the ground in a Mitigation: Use markers where required such as
circle, each 2m away from one another
cones or flagging tape, or natural barriers such
Staff: Staff will supervise children and ensure they as trees, shrubs
are keeping their distance
Mitigation: Signage at check-in at check-out for
familiies, as well as use of markers (cones, flagging
tape, etc.)

Yes/No: No
Customers: No, unless they are more
comfortable with PPE
Staff: As required
Mitigation: All staff can access a mask and
gloves in case they are required.

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: n/a
Staff: Yes. About COVID and company policies
Mitigation: updates as required

Yes/No: Possibly depending on use of
equipmet, washrooms, etc.
Customers: No
Staff: Possibly depending on use of
equipment, washrooms, etc.
Mitigation: Staff can access hand sanitizer,
tissues and ziploack bags for garbage where
required

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Encourage before and after, as
well as before and after food and beverage
consumption and washroom breaks
Staff: Encourage handwashing before and
after activity, as well as before and after
food and beverage consumption and
washroom breaks
Mitigation: Signage. Access to hand washing
station

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Washrooms, high touch point
spots (e.g. garbarge bins)
Staff: Update info and ensure signs have not
been vandalized/removed
Mitigation: Ensure accuracy and current info

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Space for a participant to selfisolate with a leader until parent or caregiver
can collect them. Immediate withdrawal
from program.
Staff: Send home
Mitigation: send home

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Update
Staff: Update
Mitigation: Follow policies and procedures
based on current health advice

Yes/No: Possible
Customers: Provide COVID plan
Staff: Provide COVID plan
Mitigation: Monitor

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Encourage outdoors
Staff: Maintain
Mitigation: As required

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Open space
Staff: Schedules
Mitigation: Monitor. Schedule program
areas to avoid overlappying groups

Outdoor Sports Courts

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Encourage to stay apart
Staff:
Mitigation: Consider separate entrance and exit
points, no competitive games, only skill practice

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Consider marking areas
Staff: Consider marking areas
Mitigation: Use markers where required such as
cones or flagging tape

Yes/No:
Customers: Personal choice
Staff: As required
Mitigation: Access to masks or gloves if required

Yes/No: Yes.
Customers: n/a
Staff: About COVID and company policies
Mitigation:

Yes/No: Yes
Customers:
Staff: Wash/ disinfect hands before and
after
Mitigation: Increase frequency of cleaning
high touch areas such as handles on gates

Yes/No
Customers: Encourage before and after entry
Staff: Wash hands before/after
Mitigation: Signage

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Washrooms, high touch point
spots (e.g. garbage bins)
Staff: update info and ensure signs have not
been vandalized/removed
Mitigation: Ensure accuracy and current info

Yes/No: No
Customers: Signage
Staff: Send home
Mitigation: Send home

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Update
Staff: Update
Mitigation: Follow policies and procedures
based on current health advice

Yes/No: Possible
Customers: Provide COVID plan
Staff: Provide COVID plan
Mitigation: Monitor

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Encourage outdoors
Staff: Maintain
Mitigation: As required

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Open space
Staff: Schedules
Mitigation: Monitor and capacity to monitor

Disc Golf/Golf Course

Yes/No : Yes
Customers: Encourage to stay apart. Avoid sharing
equipment
Staff: Configure workspace to keep 2m
Mitigation: Use signage to remind customers

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: n/a
Staff: Calculate capacity
Mitigation: As possible, book times online,
schedule times to avoid customer overap and
consider limited use of golf carts

Yes/No
Customers: Personal choice
Staff: Access to masks or gloves if required
Mitigation:

Yes/No: Yes.
Customers: n/a
Staff: About COVID and company policies
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers: n/a
Staff: Create a plan and schedule of cleaning
Mitigation: Monitor

Yes/No
Customers: Recommend handwashing
before and after activity
Staff: Recommend a handwashing schedule
Mitigation: Provide access to hand washing
stations. Consider providing hand sanitizers
for customers

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Suggested at washrooms, high
touch point spots (e.g. garbage bins)
Staff: Update info and ensure signs have not
been vandalized/removed
Mitigation: Ensure accuracy and current info

Yes/No
Customers: Signage to inform. Space to
isolate until customer can go home
Staff:
Send home
Mitigation: Send home

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Update
Staff: Update
Mitigation: Follow policies and procedures
based on current health advice

Yes/No: Possible
Customers: Provide COVID plan
Staff: Provide COVID plan
Mitigation: Monitor

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Encourage outdoors
Staff: Maintain
Mitigation: As required

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Open space
Staff: Schedules
Mitigation: Monitor

Boat Launch

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Encourage to stay apart
Staff:
Maintain 2m
Mitigation: Signage, one way traffic

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Consider marking areas
Staff: Modify indoor areas if possible
Mitigation: Signage

Yes/No: No
Customers:Personal choice
Staff: As required
Mitigation: Staff have access to mask and gloves
if required

Yes/No: No
Customers: n/a
Staff: Communication for staff monitoring sites,
COVID
Mitigation: Minimal, updates

Yes/No: No
Customers: n/a
Staff: Consider schedule for high touch
areas
Mitigation: n/a

Yes/No: No
Customers: Encourage handwashing before
and after launch
Staff: Encourage handwashing
Mitigation: Signage and provide access to
hand washing station. Consider providing
hand sanitizer

Yes/No: Yes
Yes/No: Yes
Customers: In highly visible area
Customers: Signage
Staff: Update info
Staff: Send home
Mitigation: Ensure accuracy and current info Mitigation: Send home

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Update
Staff:
Update
Mitigation: Signage to determine level
required

Yes/No Possible
Customers: Provide COVID plan

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Encourage to stay apart
Staff:
Mitigation: Consider separate entrance and exit
points, no competitive games, only skill practice

Yes/No: Yes
Yes/No
Customers: Consider marking areas
Customers: Personal choice
Staff: Consider marking areas
Staff: Access to masks or gloves if required
Mitigation: Use markers where required such as Mitigation:
cones or flagging tape. Know your max capacity.

Yes/No: Yes.
Customers: N/a

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Consider asking them to
disinfect equipment before they arrrive
Staff: Plan a cleaning schedule
Mitigation: Increase freqeuncy of cleaning
high touch areas such as handles on gates

Yes/No No
Customers: Encourage before and after
Staff: Wash/ disinfect hands before and after
Mitigation: Signage and provide access to
hand washing station

Yes/No: Yes
Yes/No: No
Customers: Suggested signs in washrooms, Customers: Signage
high touch point spots (e.g. garbage bins)
Staff: Send home
Staff: Update info and ensure signs have not Mitigation: Send home
been vandalized/removed
Mitigation: Ensure accuracy and current info

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Update
Staff: Update
Mitigation: Follow policies and procedures
based on current health advice

Yes/No: Possible
Customers: Provide COVID plan
Staff: Provide COVID plan
Mitigation: Monitor

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Encourage outdoors
Staff: Maintain
Mitigation: As required

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Open space
Staff: Schedules
Mitigation: Monitor

Tennis and Pickleball

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Recommen only playing singles
unlessboth doubles partners are members of same
household. Suggest no swapping of ends or swap on
opposite sides of net. Mark balls so players only
handle their own balls.
Staff: n/a
Mitigation: Signage

Yes/No: n/a
Customers: Consider marked spaces for players
waiting their turn to use the court
Staff: Know capacity.
Mitigation: Signage. Consider online booking of
times and staggered access to courts to avoid
overlap

Yes/No:
No
Customers: No
Staff: Access to masks or gloves if required
Mitigation: n/a

Yes/No: Possible
Customers: n/a
Staff: If staff present, COVID and company
policies
Mitigation: n/a

Yes/No: Possibly
Customers: n/a
Staff: Scheduled cleaning of high touch areas
such as gates, garbage cans
Mitigation: Signage

Yes/No: No
Customers: No, could recommend hand
sanitizer before consuming food or drink
Staff: If present recommend handwashing
Mitigation: Signage

Yes/No:
Yes
Customers: Yes
Staff:
n/a
Mitigation: Signage is up-to-date

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Signage to notify of symptoms
and when to self-isloate
Staff: n/a
Mitigation: Signage

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Update
Staff: Update
Mitigation: Follow policies and procedures
based on current health advice

Yes/No: Possible
Customers: Provide COVID plan and rules for
play
Staff: Provide COVID plan and rules for play
Mitigation: Signage

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Washrooms

Yes/No : Yes
Encourage to stay apart
Staff:
Mitigation: Signage

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Encourage to stay 2m apart when
not in a cubicle
Staff: Monitor
Mitigation: SIgnage, markers for queues

Yes/No Possible
Customers: Personal choice
Staff: Staff doing the cleaning should have
access to PPE as required by the products they
are using
Mitigation: Provide hands-free hand washing or
hand sanitizer stations

Yes/No Yes for cleaning
Customers: n/a
Staff: Provide COVID plan
Mitigation: Update as required

Yes/No Yes
Customers: n/a
Staff: Regular clearning and disinfecting of
frequently touched surfaces and resupply of
hand soap and sanitizer
Mitigation: Daily schedule

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Encouraged and reminded
Staff: Encouraged and reminded
Mitigation: Signage, soap and/or hand
sanitizer available

Yes/No Yes
Customers: n/a
Staff: Monitor
Mitigation: Update as necessary

Yes/No No
Customers: Reminders to stay home if
feeling unwell
Staff: Stay home
Mitigation: Signage

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Provide necessary info through
signage
Staff: Provide COVID plan
Mitigation: Update as necessary

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Provide necessary info through
signage
Staff: Provide COVID plan
Mitigation: Update as necessary

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Provide necessary info through
signage
Staff: Provide COVID plan
Mitigation: Update as necessary

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Programming Tots

Yes/No: Possible
Customers: Encourage to stay apart
Staff: Maintain
Mitigation: Ongoing reminders & barriers

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Limit numbers
Staff: Create structure for distancing
Mitigation: Education, physical barriers, mark
areas

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Personal choice
Staff: Access to masks or gloves if required,
access to sanitizer
Mitigation: As required

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: n/a
Staff: Best practices for working with tots age.
About COVID and company policies
Mitigation: Programming, COVID plan in place

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Consider asking them to use
hand sanitizer when the arrive and leave
Staff: Follow cleaning schedule and ongoing
during program as needed.
Mitigation: Ongoing cleaning and sanitizing
of space

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Yes. Follow a schedule to take
tots to wash hands
Staff: Yes
Mitigation: Provide access to hand washing
station

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Read through with tots
Staff: Ensure info is available
Mitigation: Explain signage or "rules" to
children. Consider visual signs

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Immediate withdrawal from
program
Staff: Send home as per policies
Mitigation: Immediate removal and contact
with parent

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: n/a
Staff: Meet guidelines as set-out for the age
group
Mitigation: Program/COVID plan in place.
Follow policies and procedures based on
current health advice

Yes/No:
No
Customers: n/a
Staff: n/a
Mitigation: n/a/

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Parental need
Staff: Employment
Mitigation: Ensure customer needs are being
meet safely

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Requirements
Staff: Capacity
Mitigation: Must be totally ready for this age
group or not at all

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Refer to Lifesaving Guidelines

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Limit numbers
Staff: Remind participants
Mitigation: Signage, markers such as tape,
cones, objects

Yes/No: Possible
Customers: Personal choice
Staff: As required
Mitigation: Access to masks or gloves if
required, access to sanitizer

Yes/No Yes
Customers: n/a
Staff: About COVID and company policies
Mitigation: Update training and policies as
required

Yes/No Yes
Customers: n/a
Staff: Follow schedule for frequently touched
surfaces
Mitigation: Schedules, peer reminders

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Encourage once they arrive,
before or after food and beverage
consumption, before or after washroom
breaks and before leaving the program
Staff: Once they arrive, before or after food
and beverage consumption, before or after
washroom breaks and before leaving the
program.
Mitigation: Signage, added to the program
schedule, provide access to handwash
station

Yes/No Yes
Customers: In high contact areas
Staff: Monitor
Mitigation: Use of images as well as written
signs for those who can't yet read, replace
and update as necessary

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Space for a participant to selfisolate with a leader until parent or caregiver
can collect them. Immediate withdrawal
from program.
Staff: Send home
Mitigation: Send home and follow company
policies

Yes/No Yes
Yes/No Yes
Customers: n/a
Customers: Provide COVID plan
Staff: Provide COVID plan
Staff: Meet guidelines as set-out for the age Mitigation: Update as required
group
Mitigation: Program/COVID plan in place.
Follow policies and procedures based on
current health advice

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Provide COVID plan
Staff: Provide COVID plan
Mitigation: Update as required

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Sports fields

Swimming pools

Programming Children

Customers:

Please refer to the Guidelines as Yes/No
published by the Lifesaving
Customers:
Society
Staff:
https://www.lifesaving.bc.ca/Are Mitigation:
as/Admin/Content/images/Dash
boardFilePdfUpload/DashboardFi
lePdf/Dashboard_1613023_Guid
elines_for_Reopening_BC's_Pool
s_and_Waterfronts__May_19,_2020.pdf

Yes/No Possible
Customers: Encourage to stay apart
Staff: Design programs to encourage distance
Mitigation: Reminders by staff, signage for older
children

Staff: About COVID and company policies
Mitigation:

Staff: Provide COVID plan
Mitigation: Monitor

Colour Definitions:
Green: low risk/mitigation -Recreation Levels 1/2;
Yellow: Moderate Risk/Mitigation, Recreation Level 3;
Red: Higher risk/mitigation Recreation Level 4

Physical Distance - 2 meters

Max capacity - based on 2 metres distancing
calculations & unencumbered floor space

Personal Protection Equipment for staff if/as
required

Staff training required

Cleaning and disinfecting - including
schedules

Frequent hand washing or the capacity to
provide

Signage Messaging: date, logo, general
practices, specific instructions

Self isolation of those with symptoms containment area

Provincial Regulations/Local Health
Authority

Provincial Sports Organization/Local Sports Local Political Policy/Community
Organization

Timing Consider

Programming Youth

Yes/No
Customers: Encourage to stay apart
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Limit numbers
Staff: Remind participants
Mitigation: Signage, markers such as tape,
cones, objects

Yes/No Possible
Customers: Personal choice
Staff: as required
Mitigation: access to masks or gloves if required,
access to sanitizer

Yes/No Yes
Customers: n/a
Staff: About COVID and company policies
Mitigation: Update training and policies as
required

Yes/No Yes
Customers: n/a
Staff: Follow schedule for frequently touched
surfaces
Mitigation: Schedules, peer reminders

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Encourage once they arrive,
before or after food and beverage
consumption, before or after washroom
breaks and before leaving the program
Staff: Once they arrive, before or after food
and beverage consumption, before or after
washroom breaks and before leaving the
program.
Mitigation: Signage, added to the program
schedule. Provide access to hand wash
station

Yes/No Yes
Customers: n/a
Staff: Monitor
Mitigation: Replace and update as necessary

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Space for a participant to selfisolate with a leader until parent or caregiver
can collect them. Immediate withdrawal
from program.
Staff: Send home
Mitigation: send home

Yes/No Yes
Customers: n/a
Staff: Meet guidelines as set-out for the age
group
Mitigation: Program/COVID plan in place.
Follow policies and procedures based on
current health advice

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Provide COVID plan
Staff: Provide COVID plan
Mitigation: Update as required

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Provide COVID plan
Staff: Provide COVID plan
Mitigation: Update as required

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Programming Adults

Yes/No: Yes
es/No Yes
Customers: Encourage to stay apart
Customers: Limit numbers
Staff: Design programs to enable 2m distancing
Mitigation: Signage, marking space with cones, tape, Staff: Remind participants
etc.
Mitigation: Signage, markers such as tape,
cones, objects

Yes/No Possible
Customers: Personal choice
Staff: as required
Mitigation: access to masks or gloves if required,
access to sanitizer

Yes/No Yes
Customers: n/a
Staff: About COVID and company policies
Mitigation: Update training and policies as
required

Yes/No Yes
Customers: n/a
Staff: Follow schedule for frequently touched
surfaces
Mitigation: Schedules, peer reminders

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Encourage once they arrive,
before or after food and beverage
consumption, before or after washroom
breaks and before leaving the program
Staff: Once they arrive, before or after food
and beverage consumption, before or after
washroom breaks and before leaving the
program
Mitigation: Signage, added to the program
schedule. Provide access to hand wash
station

Yes/No Yes
Customers: In high touch areas
Staff: Monitor
Mitigation: Replace and update as necessary

Staff: Meet guidelines as set-out for the age Yes/No Yes
Yes/No Yes
group
Customers: n/a
Customers: Provide COVID plan
Mitigation: Program/COVID plan in place.
Follow policies and procedures based on
Staff: Meet guidelines as set-out for the age Staff: Provide COVID plan
current health advice
group
Mitigation: Update as required
Mitigation: Program/COVID plan in place.
Follow policies and procedures based on
current health advice

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Provide COVID plan
Staff: Provide COVID plan
Mitigation: Update as required

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Programming Seniors

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Encourage to stay apart
Staff: Maintain distantance
Mitigation: Design programs to maintain distancing

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Limit numbers
Staff: Create structure for distancing
Mitigation: Education, physical barriers

Yes/No: Yes
Customers: Access to masks or gloves if
required
Staff: access to masks or gloves if required,
access to sanitizer
Mitigation:

Yes/No: yes
Customers:
Staff:
About COVID and company policies
Mitigation:

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Cleaning space & sanitizing
Staff: Follow cleaning schedule and ongoing
during program as needed
Mitigation: Ongoing cleaning and sanitizing
of space

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Yes
Staff: Yes
Mitigation: Before and after the program,
during the program as required. Provide
access to hand wash station. Consider
providing hand sanitizer

Yes/No: Yes
Customers:
Staff: Monitor
Mitigation: Ensure signs are in a legible font.
Replace and update as necessary

Staff: Meet guidelines as set-out for the age
group
Mitigation: Program/COVID plan in place.
Follow policies and procedures based on
current health advice

Yes/No Yes
Customers: n/a
Staff: Meet guidelines as set-out for the age
group
Mitigation: Program/COVID plan in place.
Follow policies and procedures based on
current health advice

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Provide COVID plan
Staff: Provide COVID plan
Mitigation: Update as required

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Provide COVID plan
Staff: Provide COVID plan
Mitigation: Update as required

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No: Possible
Customers: Encourage to stay apart
Staff:
Mitigation: Ensure the max number of people per
space is calculated and available for staff prior to
booking

Yes/No
Customers: Encourage 2m distance
Staff: Monitor
Mitigation: Contracts identify max capacity,
signage as reminders

Yes/No
Customers: Personal choice
Staff: access to masks or gloves if required,
access to sanitizer
Mitigation: Inform organizers of location of first
aid station if required

Yes/No
Customers: Inform rental of company policies
related including COVID specific info
Staff: About COVID and company policies
Mitigation: ensure contract provides info
related to COVID policies and requirements of
renter

Yes/No
Customers: Suggest they bring their own
hand sanitizer
Staff: Monitor
Mitigation: Ensure cleaning protocols are
followed. Consider cleaning/disinfection
rental space before and following rental,
consider providing hand sanitizer for
customers

Yes/No
Customers: Ensure access to hand washing
area
Staff: Ensure access to hand washing area.
Mitigation: Consider providing hand sanitizer
for staff and/or customers

Yes/No
Customers: Reminder signage
Staff: n/a
Mitigation: Update as necessary

Yes/No
Customers: Signage. Particiants must leave
if they have symptoms
Staff: Send home
Mitigation: Follow policies and procedures
based on current health advice

Customers: Update

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Provide COVID plan

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers: Encourage to stay apart
Staff: Modify work spaces and other controls
Mitigation: Consider signage, marking areas, single
pathway flow

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff: Calculate max capacity for each area.
May require additional staffing.
Mitigation: Monitor usage.

Yes/No
Customers: Personal choice
Staff: access to marks or gloves if required,
access to sanitizer
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers: n/a
Staff: About COVID and company policies
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers: Signage to inform customers of
cleaning protocol
Staff: Create and maintain cleaning
schedule.
Mitigation: Monitor

Yes/No
Customers: Ensure access to hand washing
area
Staff: Ensure access to hand washing area
and provide hand sanitizer
Mitigation: Signage, soap, hand sanitizer.
Provide access to hand wash station

Yes/No
Customers: Signage in highly visible areas
Staff: Signage
Mitigation: Signage and update as needed

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation: Follow policies and procedures
based on current health advice

Yes/No
Customers:
n/a
Staff: n/a
Mitigation: n/a

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Camping

Facility Rentals/Bookings

Community Center

Suggest people follow the
Yes/No
guidelines as set out by BC Parks Customers:
(for discussion)
Staff:
Mitigation:
Assume we are talking about
rentals of indoor facilities here

Wondering if we refer to our
overal guidelines for this
section? Or do we expand out
the various areas within a center
(gym, fitness area, multipurpose
rooms, racquet courts, waiting
areas, change rooms)

Encourage to stay apart

Staff: Update
Mitigation: Follow policies and procedures
based on current health advice

Staff: Provide COVID plan
Mitigation: Update as required

Skateboard Park

Yes/No Yes
Yes/No Yes
Customers: Encourage to stay apart
Customers: Limit numbers
Staff: While maintaining
Staff: Monitor numbers
Mitigation: Signage, markers to space those waiting Mitigation: Signage
their turn, separate entrance and exit areas

Yes/No No
Customers: Personal decision
Staff: n/a
Mitigation: Use own equipment

Yes/No No
Customers: n/a
Staff: provide COVID plan
Mitigation: Update as required

Yes/No Yes
Customers: n/a
Staff: Touch points if they exist
Mitigation: Signage

Yes/No No
Customers: Encourage before arriving and
after leaving
Staff: Before or after maintenance
Mitigation: Signage. If possible, provide
access to hand wash station

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Reminders
Staff: Monitor
Mitigation: Update as needed

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Avoid park and stay home
Staff: Send home
Mitigation: Send home

Yes/No
Yes
Customers:
Ensure compliance
Staff: Monitoring
Mitigation: Monitoring

Yes/No n/a
Customers: n/a
Staff:
n/a
Mitigation: n/a

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Arena

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Maintain 2m
Staff: Maintain 2m
Mitigation: Signage, regulations or closure, marking
ice with pylons etc

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Numbers to be determined based
on rink size
Staff: Modify work area as needed
Mitigation: Max number allowed. Consider
smaller group sizes. Consider no sharing of
equipment. Consider minimizing eliminating
access to change rooms in early levels

Yes/No No
Customers: Personal decision
Staff: Personal decision. Access to mask and
gloves if required
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Yes
Customers: n/a

Yes/No Yes
Customers: n/a
Staff: Following cleaning schedule especially
of high touch surfaces and rental gear.
Mitigation: Additional signage, cleaning
schedule. Consider not renting equipment.

Yes/No Possibly
Customers: Encouage before and after or
before and after food and beverage
consumption
Staff: Encouage before and after or before
and after food and beverage consumption,
and after cleaning and disinfecting
Mitigation: Signage, provide access to hand
washing station or santizing station as
available

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Provide info
Staff: Monitor
Mitigation: Monitor

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Send home
Staff: Send home
Mitigation: Send home

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Ensure compliance
Staff: Monitor
Mitigation:Sstaff monitoring

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Provide COVID plan
Staff: Provide COVID plan and confirm staff
training
Mitigation: Monitor

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No Yes
Customers: May not be required in Level 4
Staff: As required
Mitigation: Signage, regulations or closure

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Number to be determined for
court size
Staff:
Mitigation: Max number allowed

Yes/No No
Customers: Personal decision
Staff: n/a/
Mitigation: Own ball

Yes/No
No
Customers:
n/a
Staff:
n/a/
Mitigation: n/a/

Yes/No Yes if required
Customers: Bringing own equipment, picking
up after
Staff: maintenance as required
Mitigation: basic cleaning; outdoor minimal,
in door limit additional equipment

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Encourage before & after
Staff: n/a
Mitigation: signage, washing station,
sanitizing as available

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Set out regs
Staff: Monitor
Mitigation: Critical for the space to ensure
correct social distancing or closing down

Yes/No
Yes
Customers: Remove
Staff: n/a
Mitigation: Signage, removal

Yes/No
Yes
Customers: Ensure compliance
Staff: Monitoring
Mitigation: Monitoring, removal, closing
down

Yes/No
Yes
Customers:
Provide COVID Plan
Staff Review Plan:
Mitigation: Monitor

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Encourage outdoors
Staff:
Ensure capacity
Mitigation:

Yes/No Yes
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation: Meeting Provincial and PSO regs

Organized Team Sports

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff: About COVID, host policies and their own
organizations policies
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Events

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Off Leash Park

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Basketball Courts

Organized sport, pick-up, social
distancing

Staff: Cleaning and disinfecting high touch
surfaces and rental gear, About COVID and
company policies
Mitigation: Additional signage

Playgrounds and outdoor gym
equipment

Consider following
recommendations by the
Canadian Playground Safety
Association (CPSI)

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Spray Park

Lifesaving has suggested:
Operate water parks only while
there is no ongoing community
spread of COVID-19 in your
region in accordance with
provincial/territorial health
authority recommendations.

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No
Customers:
Staff:
Mitigation:

Yes/No Yes
Customers: will be required
Staff: will be required
Mitigation: Signage, regulations or closure

Yes/No Yes
Customers: Limit size of group
Staff: Monitor
Mitigation: Signage, markers if required

Yes/No No
Customers: Personal choice
Staff: n/a
Mitigation:

Yes/No No
Customers: n/a

Picnic Shelters

Appendix 3 – SECTION 6
Non-Common Approaches

This Appendix supports Section 6 of the Recreation and Parks Sector Guideline for Restarting Operations
Considerations for situations requiring non-common approaches (irregularities) can be evaluated
based on the Province’s Five Principles concept (referred to in section 3):

Non-Common Situations

Suggested Resolutions

Local Health Considerations

Must follow regional health authority restriction that may differ from
the other regional health authorities
The availability of health care services is different in rural areas.
A community may choose to continue more restrictive measures. This
should be decided by the local government.

Providing hand hygiene options
is not always possible in outdoor
venues

Communicate to users through on-site signage and community websites the importance of hand hygiene, remind everyone to wash their
hands before and after being in public outdoor settings, and to bring
their own hand sanitizer

Swimming in a chlorinated pool

Communicate to the public that “There is no evidence that the virus
that causes COVID-19 can be spread to people through the water in
pools, hot tubs, spas, or water play areas. Proper operation and maintenance (including disinfection with chlorine and bromine) of these
facilities should inactivate the virus in the water.” BCCDC
Communicate that all other physical distancing requirements remain.
Could consider not providing public swimming and only structured
programs such as swimming laps (s per guidance from Vancouver
Coastal Health).
Refer to Lifesaving Society COVID-19 guidelines of May 19, 2020

Swimming in fresh water

Communicate that ocean and fresh water recreational activity is low
risk for infection of COVID-19 by
Communicate that all other physical distancing requirements remain.

Aquatics

Lifeguards must have PPE supplies available, and must follow the
Lifesaving Society COVID-19 guidelines

Spitting

Some team sports have a culture of spitting (e.g. baseball); work with
leagues in your community to come to terms with the new normal (no
spitting). Reconsider what is being sold at the concession (discontinue
sunflower seeds).
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AppendiX 3 – SECTION 6 continued

Programming

Suggested Resolutions

Active play / sports and physical
distancing

Increase physical spacing to prevent inadvertent contact (running,
basketball, cycling, lacrosse, trail users may all need to widen the
gap).
Follow best practices from viaSport and PSO’s

Instructor / staff safety

While reception staff can be located behind plexiglass shields, most
instructors cannot.
Use larger spaces and reduce participant numbers, mark off the floor
and create a safe zone/ no-go zone for instructional staff.

Indoor events, programs and activities

Move outdoors when possible and limit participation to enable physical distancing.

Spectators/Parents

If there is space for spectators/parents, communicate strict physical
distancing requirements.
If space does not allow for strict physical distancing do not allow
spectators/parents. Communicate drop off and pickup procedures for
participants

Outdoor Recreation

Suggested Resolutions

Casual play, pick-up leagues, etc.

Post the facility COVID-19 rules.

Picnic areas: gazebos, picnic shelters, bandstands, picnic tables

Where physical distancing may be challenging, remind patrons
through signage of their personal responsibility to maintain a two metre distance from others.
Consider removing or closing tables to meet physical distancing requirements.
Post signage that tables are not to be moved or relocated in the park.

Sports organizations

Require all sports follow their PSO guidelines for COVID. If there is no
corresponding PSO, organizations are to refer to viaSport guidelines
for best practices.

Sports Courts, Lacrosse, Tennis, etc.

Communicate that participants:
•

Use their own equipment, do not share equipment

•

Only be less than two metres physical distance with members
of the same household

•

Physically distance two metres with people not in your household

•

Do not share water bottles

•

Limit participants playing at one time

•

Consider limiting the amount of playing time at high traffic
locations

•

Consider directions to create a queue
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AppendiX 3 – SECTION 6 continued

Outdoor Recreation

Suggested Resolutions

Benches, bleachers, dugouts

These are generally fixed in place. Consider:

Golf Courses

•

If physically distancing is possible, marking places to sit and
directional markings to access

•

If physical distancing is not possible, close off the area

•

Communicate with signage the need to physical distance

Seek direction from the Allied Golf Association COVID-19 Protection
Best Practices.
Consider only allowing on-line bookings
Close locations and spaces where physical distancing rules cannot be
met
Provision of food will be determined by each municipality.

Water fountains and
water bottle filling stations

Campgrounds

•

Public drinking water is safe to drink, however the surfaces
around the fountain including the spout, button/leaver and
nozzles could pose a risk for the transmission of COVID-19 and
other germs. Find a way to communicate:
o

Don’t place your mouth on the spout of the fountain or
allow your water bottle to come into contact with the
nozzle when refilling.

o

Test the water flow and let the water flow for 10 seconds to allow for fresh, clean water to come through
prior to drinking.

o

If the fountain requires you to push a button or lever,
clean the surface before and after, or use your elbow.

o

Clean your hands afterwards with an alcohol-based rub
or wash them with soap and water.

•

Consider more frequent cleaning of drinking water fountains.

•

Consider leaving fountains closed if additional cleaning cannot
be provided

•

Complete a risk assessment for the campground

•

Follow COVID-19 Guidance to the Hotel Sector

•

Refer to BC Parks Response to COVID-19
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AppendiX 3 – SECTION 6 continued

Operational Issues

Suggested Resolutions

First aid for patrons in your facility

Follow protocols provided by governing bodies such as Red Cross
and Lifesaving Society for COVID-19 protocols, and follow hygiene
and distancing as guided by occupational first aid attendants in your
workplace.

Food Services

Follow British Columbia Restaurant and Foodservices Association
Blueprint

Contractor Considerations

Provide contractors with the municipal WorkSafe exposure mitigation
plans
Ensure the contractor has a WorkSafeBC exposure mitigation plan
Have a site safety meeting to plan the work according to WorkSafeBC plans

Cash Handling

Follow the organization’s safe work procedure for exposure mitigation.
While there will be varying exposure control plans, ensure that your
employees are well-trained in your organization’s control plans.
Where possible, provide online payment options or tap.

Indoor Touch Points

Evaluate, create a list and an exposure control plan for all frequent
touch points
Include vending machines, key pads, bank machines, shared
computers and other office equipment, POS locations, as well as
the common switches, door handles, pay phone or public access
phones, elevator buttons, indoor furnishings, etc.
Consider propping open doors or installing motion sensor to reduce
need to touch door handles, etc., while not contravening existing fire
safety rules.
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Appendix 4 – SECTION 8

EXPOSURE CONTROL PLANNING
This Appendix supports Section 8 of the Recreation and Parks Sector Guideline for Restarting
Operations
The checklist is was designed for considerations regarding user groups, but is equally applicable to local government considerations for programs and services.

KEY
CONSIDERATIONS
Physical Distancing
of at least 2m

USER GROUPS TO CONSIDER
Procedures outlining how participants will
maintain minimum distance; establish minimum distance based on type activity; may
include a site plan.
Procedures outlining how spectators will maintain physical distancing.
Procedures for access and egress from facility
including parking lots.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
TO CONSIDERATIONS
Provided: engineering and administrative controls for physical
distancing.
Will spectators be allowed?
Are there potential congestion
areas requiring additional controls?
Whose responsibility are those
controls?

Frequent Hand
Hygiene

Procedures to promote hand hygiene, including advising users to wash hands before
arrival and after play, to provide personal hand
sanitizer.

Provided: Infrastructure to
enable hand hygiene, including
details on the location of washrooms or stations.
Will hand sanitizer be provided
in addition to standard infrastructure supplies?

Cleaning and
Disinfection

Users will sanitize their own equipment and do
so with their own cleaning supplies.

Products and procedures for
surface touch points as well
as high use areas will follow BCCDC and WorkSafeBC employee safety protocols.
Post activity cleaning frequency
policy.
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AppendiX 4 – SECTION 8 continued

USER GROUPS TO CONSIDER

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
TO CONSIDERATIONS

Gatherings (group
size determined by
physical distancing
requirement)

Confirmation of adherence to facility use
area(s) maximum participant count for space
being used.

Confirmation of facility use
area(s) and maximum participant count for each space.

Participants Who Are
Ill

Process for advising participants in advance
about personal health and addressing individuals exhibiting signs of illness on site.

Policy posted for advising users
about personal health and
addressing individuals exhibiting
signs of illness on site.

Sharing of Equipment

Procedures for managing equipment needs for
participants to avoid sharing of items.

When equipment is provided,
post policy regarding user and
municipal responsibilities for
sanitization.

KEY
CONSIDERATIONS

Towels and other shared resources will not be provided.
Communication Plan

Evidence of communications to staff, volunteers, and participants to reinforce safety
control measures.

Posting of policies and procedures for safety control measures.

Training of Staff/Volunteers

Evidence of training for individuals leading or
supporting activities, per industry requirements
(ie WorkSafeBC, etc)

Training policies and procedures for facility staff is available
upon request.

New coaching/instructor guidelines.
Emergency Procedures

Updated procedures for first aid, medical assistance, PPE supplies, and protocol response
to cases or outbreaks.

RECREATION AND PARKS SECTOR GUIDELINE FOR RESTARTING OPERATIONS
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Updated facility emergency
plans – first aid, PPE, response
to fire alarms (mustering), and
protocol response to cases or
outbreaks of COVID-19 etc,
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Appendix 5 – SECTION 9

WorkSafeBC PROTOCOLS FOR PARKS
This Appendix supports Section 9 of the Recreation and Parks Sector Guideline for Restarting Operations

1. Prepare your workplace
•

Review and coordinate roles and responsibilities with all contractors, suppliers, and staff.
Employers should develop procedures to ensure contractors are aware of your health and
safety program requirements, including relevant COVID-19 related protocols and are following protocols of their own.

•

For locations where parks staff are working from multi-ministry or regional offices, coordination is required to ensure plans align across locations.

•

Review staffing levels and adjust as needed to ensure enhanced cleaning of high-touch
areas and enhanced staff presence to manage park visitors.

•

Determine the maximum number of people in each area or space to maintain physical distancing requirements. See the COVID-19 Safety Plan for guidance on establishing occupancy limits.

•

In welcoming visitors, send out information through regular marketing channels and social
media about limitations, rules, limited facilities, and service to manage expectations during
partial openings.

•

Provide signage and information regarding rules and process throughout the facility including park, beach, sport court, and general outdoor areas. Consider posting signage in other
majority languages or provide pictograms.

•

Consider enhanced measure to maintain the physical distancing requirement:
o

Control entry and exit points for visitors and workers

o

Manage the flow of people by implementing one-way walkways or marking off designated walking areas

•

Consider creating cohorts of workers who work together and who do not interact with other
cohorts. This will assist in reducing transmission throughout the workplace in the event that
a staff member becomes ill.

•

Ensure workers who have been away, or are new to the workplace, are oriented as necessary so that all COVID-19 related procedures are explained and understood.

•

Identify situations where personal protective equipment (PPE) will be required. Clarify who
will provide PPE and train workers accordingly.

•

Identify a process to regularly review and/or update protocols and include workers in your
review process.

2.
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AppendiX 5 – SECTION 9 continued

2. Shared workspaces
General worker protocols
•

Establish and post occupancy limits for office space, lunch rooms, vehicles and other
common areas. Ensure physical distancing can be maintained.

•

Limit in-person meetings and other gatherings and hold any meetings in larger open
spaces.

•

Establish hygiene practices that address the needs of the workplace that includes the
requirement to wash or sanitize hands after coming into contact with public items.

•

Post cleaning procedures and worker expectations in all common spaces.

•

Before entering any shared space such as vehicle or office, wash hands or use hand
sanitizer.

•

Clarify procedures to wipe down or disinfect shared office equipment before use.

•

Maintain at least a 2 metre distance from other workers. If the physical distancing requirement cannot be maintained, hold a meeting to address solutions.

•

Consider holding meetings in small groups and maintain physical distancing. Hold
meetings in open spaces or outside if possible.

Vehicles
•

Employers should assess the number of workers being transported or sharing vehicles
at any given time and employ measures to ensure at least 2 metres of distance between workers is maintained.

•

Whenever possible, workers should travel alone in their vehicles. Employers must implement all the necessary safeguards related to working alone or in isolation to ensure
the safety of these workers.

•

Measures that may be taken to ensure at least 2 metres of distance include the following:
o

Have workers sit one to a seat

o

Stagger riders to allow for maximum distance

o

Adjust the number of workers per trip and the overall number of trips needed to
transport workers to a worksite

o

If possible, use larger vehicles or multiple vehicles

•

Track who drives which vehicles and minimize changes in teams or vehicle assignments. Consider creating consistency in crews of workers using vehicles together and
performing shifts or work tasks together.

•

If it is not possible to ensure 2 metres of distance between workers in a vehicle through
these measures, the employer must consider other control measures, such as PPE
where appropriate.

•

Employers must also implement a process that allows for physical distancing when
loading and unloading buses or other vehicles. Workers waiting for loading and unloading should maintain physical distancing while remaining safely away from traffic.
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AppendiX 5 – SECTION 9 continued

•

Employers should have handwashing facilities or sanitizing stations available to workers
as they enter and exit the vehicle.

•

Employers must ensure that high contact surfaces within the vehicle are routinely
cleaned and disinfected. These include seatbelts, headrests, door handles, steering
wheels, and hand holds.

•

Incorporate end-of-shift vehicle wipe downs, include a method for tracking end of shift
cleaning and provide workers with appropriate supplies, like soap and water, hand sanitizer, and disinfectant wipes.

•

Helicopter, ATV, and boat use should be limited to essential use only.

Staff accommodation
•

Complete a risk assessment and consider new strategies for shared staff accommodation, including housing people in groups of less than six and defining teams of workers
who live and work together in exclusive groups. This will help reduce the risk of transmission to larger groups.

•

The BC Centre for Disease Control has issued Protecting workers at large industrial
camps during the COVID-19 pandemic that provides useful information for managing
shared worker accommodations.

•

Provide single room occupancy or ensure spacing of beds is adequate.

•

Manage location of personal gear and care items to minimize exposure.

•

In remote scenarios, established guidelines to limit staff interactions with communities
whenever possible.

•

Clarify and follow cleaning and disinfecting schedules.

•

Establish rules for socializing locations to ensure physical distancing is maintained.
Events must have fewer than 50 people to align with the public health officer’s prohibition on mass gatherings. Hold these events outdoors whenever possible.

3. Public Interface
•

Ensure any staff that are expected to manage groups of visitors are trained in protocols.

•

Ensure staff have the support and strategies for dealing with visitors who may be unwilling
or are unable to understand the approach to managing visitor volumes. This should include
reviewing your violence risk assessment, policies and procedures, and training and reporting requirements under the Occupational Health and Safety Regulations for minimizing the
risk of violence to workers.

•

Provide signage and determine how crowd limits and spacing will be controlled, and who
will be responsible. See the COVID-19 Safety Plan for guidance on establishing occupancy
limits.
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AppendiX 5 – SECTION 9 continued

•

•

Provide markers or indicators to ensure spacing:
o

Limit parking

o

Space out or limit bike valet or bike racks

o

Space out or limit the number of picnic tables, and put signage on table for the maximum number of people per table

When working amongst members of the public, set up barriers or tape to delineate the
worksite and to discourage the public from entering the area.

Park entry/reception
•

Do not allow public access into offices.

•

Provide physical barriers, such as glass, if the physical distancing requirement cannot be
maintained.

•

Try to limit the use of cash and limit the handling of credit cards and loyalty cards whenever possible, by allowing customers to scan or tap their cards and handle the card readers
themselves. Encourage tap payment over pin pad use. Establish hygiene practices that address the needs of your workplace, and includes the requirement to wash or sanitize hands
after handling cash.

•

Provide hand sanitizer to the public and workers.

•

Wipe down shared machinery between users (such as payment or ticketing machines).

Concession stands
•

Refer to guidance provided to Restaurants, cafes, and pubs.

•

Ensure there is sufficient staff to manage the volume of customers and associated line ups
and food pick-up areas.

Interpretive centres, amphitheatres, nature houses
•

Only provide these services when physical distancing measures can be maintained and
provide enhanced cleaning.

Sports
•

Employers should have COVID-19 related protocols for coaches who are workers. These
protocols should include interacting with park staff and members of the public, and how to
handle suspected cases of COVID-19.

•

This should include clear guidance on the use of park spaces and equipment, including
cleaning, disinfecting and storage of publically available sporting equipment and facilities.

•

Lifeguard and other aquatic staff protocols will be available at a later date.
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AppendiX 5 – SECTION 9 continued

4. Facility Cleaning
•

Work activities such as cleaning washrooms, change rooms, garbage, and recycling removal (waste management) must have protocols in place to limit risk of COVID-19 transmission.
This includes training in and supervising of formal cleaning and disinfecting procedures.

•

Identify, provide, and show location of cleaning products and when and how they will be
used. Review and update WHMIS training and procedures.

•

Provide hand sanitizing stations at all entryways for everyone to use.

•

Provide physical distancing signage at washroom and change room entryways.

•

Convert washrooms to individual use if possible, or limit number of people inside at any
time.

•

Provide and follow enhanced cleaning schedule and disinfection protocols for washrooms.

5. Visitor Management
•

Develop emergency plans for crowd control and staff support in events such as:
o

Medical emergencies, including providing first aid to the public (consider vulnerable
visitors)

o

Sudden over-crowding

•

Coordinate emergency plans with local emergency responders and put special consideration to the remote nature of many of these worksites

•

Ensure your staffing type and levels are adequate to manage aggressive or disgruntled customers. Develop compliance and enforcement procedures, including reviewing and updating working alone procedures as required.
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Appendix 6 – SECTION 9

Return to Safe Operations Due Diligence Template
APPENDIX65, Return to Safe Operations Due Diligence Template
This Appendix supports Section 9 of the Recreation and Parks Sector Guideline for Restarting Operations

Insert your logo here

Return to Safe Operations
Due Diligence Template

Below is information copied from the following WorkSafeBC webpage with that addition of
information completed by (insert your organization here)
Municipalities and COVID-19 safety – from WorkSafeBC website on May 13, 2020
WorkSafeBC is working with workers, employers, and industry associations to ensure municipal
worksites remain healthy and safe during the COVID-19 outbreak.
We are providing information to workers and employers through worksite inspections focusing on
the controls that the employer can use to limit exposure, including maintaining distance between
workers and ensuring adequate hygiene facilities. We are continuing to engage in inspection, consultation, and education activities within the sector to ensure everyone in the workplace is fulfilling
their obligations.
For more information from WorkSafeBC, please see:
•

Preventing exposure to COVID-19 in the workplace: a guide that employers may use to
assess the risks and controls in their workplace.

•

COVID-19 health and safety information: general information for all employers and workers
about staying safe at work

•

Frequently asked questions: answers to questions from British Columbian workers and
employers on how to maintain a healthy and safe workplace

Returning to safe operation
The B.C. government has announced a phased approach for reopening B.C. businesses. We are
partnering in the initiative by developing specific resources for industries as they prepare to reopen.
Learn more by viewing our general guide on COVID-19 and returning to safe operation and answers
to frequently asked questions.
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AppendiX 6 – SECTION 9 continued

Controlling the risk of COVID-19 exposure
Employers must take all necessary precautions to minimize the risk of COVID-19 transmission
and illness to themselves, workers, and others at the workplace.
Employers may consider some of the following advice or best practices to reduce the risk of
worker exposure to COVID-19:

Background and general information: (Examples, activation of an EOC, COVID-19 information webpage
on E-link, etc).

Who should come into the workplace
Implement a policy requiring anyone with symptoms of COVID-19
such as sore throat, fever, sneezing, or coughing to self-isolate
at home for 10 days from onset of symptoms, as well as anyone
advised by public health to self-isolate.

(Examples, Pandemic COVID 19
Response – Employee Leave, staff
Pandemic Leave, FAQs etc.)

Prioritize the work that needs to occur at the workplace for you to
offer your services.

(Example, a list of essential and
critical services)

Physical distancing and other preventative measures
Stagger start times for workers to prevent crowding at locations.

(Examples, staggered start times,
how they report to work – either
going to the yard or site, etc.)

Eliminate in-person team meetings or modify them to incorporate
technology such as conference calling and online meetings.

(Examples, conference calling
options, in-person meetings taking
place in large or open areas with
sufficient physical distancing, some
staff working from home, etc.)

Modify work processes and practices to encourage physical distancing between them and customers, clients, and other workers.

(Examples, closing all municipal
facilities to the public, service by
appointment only, etc.).

Provide instructions to workers on methods for maintaining physical
distance from customers, clients, and other workers, such as not
greeting others by shaking hands, or removing or modifying proof
of delivery signature requirements and money collection requirements.

(Examples, safety talks, posters,
procedures, etc.)
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AppendiX 6 – SECTION 9 continued

Cleaning and hygiene
Ensure workers are provided with appropriate supplies, such as
soap and water, hand sanitizer, disinfectant wipes, nitrile gloves
and garbage bags, and sufficient washing facilities.

(Examples, critical supplies identified
and inventories created, etc.)

Remind staff of effective personal hygiene practices. Add signage
about best practices for personal hygiene for customers who may
interact with your workers.

(Examples, Special Advisory, posters, signage, etc.)

Remove shared items where cross-contamination is possible (e.g.,
shared tools, coffee and water stations and snack bins).

(Example, using disposable products, etc.)

Enhance cleaning and disinfecting practices in high contact areas
like door and cabinet handles, keyboards, light switches, steering
wheels, and communications devices.

(Examples, Cleaning risk assessments, cleaning schedules, etc.)

Incorporate end-of-shift wipe downs for all shared spaces.

(Example, establish a system to
identify computer workstations that
have been cleaned and disinfected,
etc.)

Documentation and training
Train your staff on changes you’ve made to work policies, practices, and procedures due to the COVID-19 pandemic and keep
records of that training.

(Example, establish corporate system.)

Ensure that workers can raise safety concerns. This may be
through your joint health and safety committee.

Examples, ensure that staff have a
plan to address COVID-19 concerns,
set up a communication link etc.)
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AppendiX 6 – SECTION 9 continued

Worker transportation
Whenever possible, workers should travel alone in their vehicles in
order to practice physical distancing. If that is the case, employers
must implement all of the necessary safeguards related to working
alone or in isolation, to ensure the safety of these workers.

(Examples, Changes to fleet use
establishing one person per vehicle.
assessing risk, need and benefits of
installing non-rigid impervious barriers, etc.)

Measures that may be taken to ensure appropriate distance include
having workers sit one to a seat, with riders staggered to allow
maximum distance between them; adjusting the number of workers
transported per trip; and increasing the total number of trips needed to transport workers to a worksite. These measures may mean
using larger vehicles to ensure maximum spacing or using multiple
vehicles.
If it is not possible to ensure 2 metres of distance between workers
in a vehicle through these measures, the employer must consider
other control measures, such as PPE where appropriate.
Employers must also implement a process that allows for physical
distancing when loading and unloading vehicles. Workers waiting
for loading/unloading should maintain physical distancing while
remaining safely away from traffic.

(Example, social distancing plan for
unloading/loading vehicles, etc.)

Employers should have hand washing facilities or sanitizing stations available to workers as they enter and exit the vehicle.

(Example, Alcohol based hand sanitizer be available, etc.)

Employers must ensure that high contact surfaces within the vehicle are routinely cleaned. These include seatbelts, headrests, door
handles, steering wheels, and hand holds.

(Examples, Risk assessment for
cleaning vehicles, etc.)

Resolving concerns about unsafe work
Workers have the right to refuse work if they believe it presents an undue hazard.
An undue hazard is an “unwarranted, inappropriate, excessive, or disproportionate” hazard. For COVID-19,
an “undue hazard” would be one where a worker’s job role places them at increased risk of exposure and
adequate controls are not in place to protect them from that exposure.
If the matter is not resolved, the worker and the supervisor or employer must contact WorkSafeBC. Once
that occurs, a prevention officer will consult with workplace parties to determine whether there is an undue
hazard and issue orders if necessary.
For more information, see Occupational Health and Safety Guideline G3.12.
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